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Introduction

Based on judgements of an evaluator D about the attractiveness of the elements of a

finite  set A  of potential actions,  MACBETH  (Measuring  Attractiveness  by a  Cate-

gorical Based Evaluation Tecl`nique)  is an approach to  guide the constr`iction of an
interval scale for which the  idea of difference  of attractiveness is meaningful,  that is
for the  construction of a  numerical  scale    v : A   i  9t :  4  +  v(a)    which  satisfies,

not only the

Ordinal condition..

•     V a,b € A,   v(a) > v(b)  if and oidy if D judges a more attractive than b,

but  .'so  tl`e

Cardinal condilio n..

•     Va,b,c,d € A  with  a  more  attractive  than  b  and  c  more  attrac-

live than d, tl`e ratio
v(a) -y(b)

v(c) -v(d)

expresses  the  relative  strength for D  of the  difference  of attrac-

tiveness  between  a  and  b  taken  as  reference  unit  the  difference

of attractiveness between c and d.

To derive a scale satisfying  the conditions above, the basic idea of MACBETH is:

1°) in  a  first  stage,  to  use  a  very  simple  questioning  procedure  which  involves  only

two  actions in each question  and  to  assign,  to  each element a of A,  a real number

Ll(a)  on  the  basis  of  st.raigh[forward  rules  for  quantifying  the  preference  infer-

nation given by D:

2') in   a  second   stage,   to   discuss   with  D   about  the   cardinafity   of  the   scale   H

constructed in the first stage:  does this scale satisfy the cardinal condition?

MACBETH  has  been  first proposed  in  [Bam e Costa and Vansnick,  1994]  and  two

appncations  in  decision-aiding  are  described  in  [Bana e  Costa  and  Vansnick,  1995].

This   new   paper   preser`ts   a   complete   theoretical   framework   for   our   approach.
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METodoloqiAs  MulTicRiT€Rios  dE  Apoio  A   DEcisfo

It  includes  three  paragraphs:  in  the  first  one,  we  review  the  questioning procedure

and indicate  the  measurement rules  used  in  MACBETH;  §2  and  §3  are res|)ectively

devoted  !o  the  discussion  of the  existence  and  of the  unicity  of a  solution  for  the

representation problem we are addressing.

1.    Questioning I)rocedure and measurement rules

I.1. Questioning procedure

In  the  questioning  procedure  of  MACBETH,   an  evaluator  D   is   asked  to   make

semaritic  judgements   about   the   (subjective)   difference   of  attractiveness   between

actions of A. The questioning mode appears like this:

V(a,b) € A x A   with a =b

yes                     no
ls a more attractive than b?    I                     I

and, if the answer is yes:

ls the difference of at!rai`tiveness between a and b

Very wee.tr`  :`

weak ?

moderate?

strong ?

very strong ?

extreme ?

I
I
I
I
I
I

Concerning the responses of D, the following terminology and notations are adopted:

•     We note apb when a j.udges a more attractive than b (P is a binary relation on A);

•     whenapb, wesaythat:

(a,b) belongs to  the category  C,  when D judges  that  the difference  of attrac-
tiveness between a and b is very weak [(a.b) e C,]

(a,b) belongs  to  the  category  C'2  when D judges  that  the  difference  of attrac-
tiveness  between a and b  is weak I(a,b) € C2]

(a,b) belongs  to  the  category  Cj  when  D judges  that the  difference  of attrac-
tiveness  between a and 0  is  moderate [(a,b) e C]]

(a,b) belongs  to  the  category  C., when a judges  that  the  difference  of attrac-
tiveness  bc[wecn a and b  is strong [(a.b) e C.]

(a,b) belongs  to  the  ca[cgory  C3  when D judges  that  the  difference  of attrac-
!ivencss  between a and b is very strong [(a,b) € C5]

2 ENE/UFSC



METodoLoqiAs   MULTicRiTERios   dE  APoio  A   DEcisfo

(a,b) belongs to the category C6  when a judges that the difference of attrac
tiveness between a and b is extreme [(a.b) € C6].

_Bcmarl(s

®   The categories C„  C„  C„  C4,  CS and C6 can be seen as six binary relations on f

and we have:
P=CiuCzUC.]UC4UC5uC6.

®    We  win always suppose  hereafter that the binary relations P,  C„  C2,  C„  C„  C

and  C6   are  asymmetric  and  that,   Vi.,/.€{1,2,3,4,5,6}   with  I. =/.,  Cjnc,. =fz

Such conditions are supposed to be verified during the interaction with D.

®   The initial responses of 0  can  be  presented in  a "matrix  of judgements", corre

sponding,  in row  and  in  column,  to  (he  elements  of A,  by  filling  in  this  mtri;

according to the fouowing rule:  Va,b € A  and VI € {1,2,3,4,5,6}, the element a

the  intersection  between  the  row  corresponding  to  action  a  and  the  colu"

corresponding to action b is equal to:

0           if and only i.(r,r,: gpo)
A            if and onlyif (a,a)  €  Ct

1.2. Measurement fules

ln  order  to   numerically  represent   the  qualitative   information   given  by  D.   son

measurement rules are of course  necessary. Two  basic rules arc  used in MACBETl

for assigning, to each element a of A, a real number #(a):

Rule__I_

Va.b e A:  upb a H(a) > L1(b)

that  is.  the  number assigned  to  action  a  is  strictly  greater  than  the  number  assigne\

to action b  if and only if.  for D, a is  more attractive than b.

RIIIe  2

Vk.k'e {1,2,3.4,5,6}  with  A-± A.'  and  Va,b.a.d € A  with  (a,b) € Ct  and (c,d) e Ct.:

A.  > A:'    a   H(a) -H(b) > u(C)-H(d)

that  is,  when  opb  and  cpd,  with  (a.b)  and  (c,d)   not  belonging  to  the  same  cate

gory,  the  difference  between  the  numbers  associated  to  a  and  b  is  strictly  greate
than  the difference  between  the  numbers  associated  to  a  and  d  if and  only if the dii

ference  of  attractiveness  between  a  an`d  b  is judged  greater  than  the  difference  c

attractiveness  between c and d (note  that  this  information  is  not  asked directly to I

bu(  it follows  indirec(ly from the rna(rix of judgements).

ENE/UFSC 3
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The justification for includirig the constraint  A ±k'  in rule 2 is that.  when  (aj7)  and

(c,d)    are   assigned   the   same   category,   there   is   no   reason   to    assume   that

W(a)-L1(A)=LL(c)-ii(d).

2.    Existence ofa solution

In this paragraph. we address  the  fouo`^ring problems:  1)  what are the necessary and

sufficient conditions  for the existence  of a scale  H : A i 9t  satisfying rules  1  and 2,

and 2) how to verify in the practice if these conditions are satisfied?

A main part of the a.ns`Arer ro the first problem derives from:

Proi]ositinn  1

i LL : A i 9t  satisfying rules  1  and 2

if nd only if
I H :  A i 9{  and six real numbers  /, ,/2.t3 ,f. ,f5 and /6

satisfying the following conditions:

0 = ,,  < ,2 < ,3 < ,4 < ,5 < ,6

and

Va,b€ A   and  Vk e {1,2.3,4,5,6},  tl(a) > H(Z))+/I  a  apt a,

where Va,b e A  and  VA e {1.2,3.4,5,6}  apt b  a   (a,b) e Ct Uct+, u...UC6

The proof of proposition  1  is  almost  otlvious  given  the  property  of "continuity"  of

the set of real numbers and  the  fact  that A  is  a finite  set.  Proposition  1  is important

because it shows that, from a theoretical point of view, the problem we have to solve

is  sinilar  to  the  problem  of  the  constant  threshold  representation  of a  in-tuple  of

binary rclatious. This problem was solved by Doignon [1987]  and his main result is:

Let  Ji =(A,,R2„..Jim)  be  an  in-tuple  of  bimry  relations  on  a  given  finite  set  X.  A

cycle  from  A  is  any  sequence  of  pairs  of  the  form  (Jr„x2),  (.t2.+),. .„  (I/.„X,),

(;tj ,I,) ,  au of them taken  in  A, U A,Jwlu R2 U R2rfuul u  ...U  A. U A.rfuul.  A p<yc|one from

A  is  any  non-empty  union  of at  most p  cycles  from J?.  When,  for  each  j = I,2„..,in,

the  same  number  (possibly  zero)  of  pairs  is  taken  in  Rj   and   Jij4',  the  cyclone  is

caned "balanced".

Theorem  1  toroposition 4 in  [Doignon.  1987, page 80])

Assume in 2 2. There are a real-valued mapping  / on X and real numbers

O„Oz„..,om such that, for an /. € {l,2 ,.... m}  and .t,y e x: .tR, y  e / (x) > /0) + a,

if nd only if

no in-cyclone from A  is balanced.

ENE7uFse4
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With respect to this general case, our problem presents the fouowing particularities:

I) the thresholds  /, ,/2 .f] ,/4 ,/5 and /6  have to be non negative

and
Vk,A.€ {1,2,3.4,5,6}  with  k < k'  :  Jt < /r

that is  the  relations  Pt  have  to  be  irreflexive  and  P, J P2 I P3 I P. I P5 J P6

(Note  that  these  conditions  are  always  satisfied  taking  into  account  the  ques
tioning procedure and the (lefinition of the relations  P,.)

2)  ,, = 0 tha, is

(2.I)  P, (= P)  has  to  be  a strict weak order (an asymmetric and negativcl:

transitive relation)

and

(2.2)  Va,b,c.,d e A  with
(not apb), (not bpa), arc and dpa  and  Vk,# e {1.2,3,4,5,6},

we must have

[(a ,c) € C..  cS (a, a) € Ct] and [(d,a) € C't. e (d,b) € Cr].

When  the relations  Pt  are  irreflexive  and  P, I P2 J P, J P. J P, j P6  (which result.`

from remrk  ©  above  and  will  be  always  be  assumed  hereafter),  it  can  be prove[

that  the  cyclone  condition  of Doignon,  (2.I)  and  (2.2)  are  necessary  and  §ufficien

conditions for the existence of a scale  H : A i 9t  satisfjthg rules  1  and 2.  It is inter

esting (o  observe that,  if we adopt the  following definitions

"a generalised  cycle  from  P = ( P, , P2 , Pj , P4 , P5 , P6)  is  any sequence  of pairs  of thc

form  (a.*2).  (J2 ,jr.) ,...,  (I,, ,jr, ),  (;r/ ,b) ,  all taken in  P, U P,"u P2 U P2dha'U ... |

P6 U P6rfu  with (not  a P, b )  and (not  0 P, a ):

a generalised p-cyclone  from  P  is  any  nonrempty union  of a  most p  generalisec

cycles from P ;

when,  for each  /. = 1.2 ,.... in,  the  same  number  ¢ossibly nero)  of pairs  is  taken  ir

P/  and  P,drdr,  the generalised cyclone  is called balanced",

the fouowing result can be  stated:

Theorem 2

I H : A i 9tsaiisfjring rules  I  and 2

if nd only if
no generalised n-cyclone  from p = ( P, , P2 , P, . P. , P5 . P6)  is balanced

where "  is tl`e number of non{mpty relations among  C,.C.I.C„C.,C5 and C6.

ENE/UFSC
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From  a  practical  point  of  view,  it  is  of course  difficult  to  I?st  the  `.cyclone  condi-

lion".  However,  i[  is  possible  to  verify  the  existence  of a  solution  for  our  problem

thanks    to    the    following    linear   program   (Lpl).    the    variabds    of   which    are

H(a) (a € A) .fi . Jz .J3 , J4 . J3 . St and ?:

Min,

s.(.         each variiible  2  0

J'=O

Vk € {2,3,4,5,6}:  Jt 2 s„ +A     (where A is any real constant 2 2)

Vk € {l,2,3,4,5, 6}  and v(a,b) € C't  :  H(a) -H(a) 2 st + 1 -C

Vk€{L2,3,4,5}andv(a,d)€Ct:H(a)-H(a)sit+,-I+C

V(a,b) a P .. H(a) S L.(b) .

Indeed,  taking  into  accoulit  that.  if #   satisfies   the  rules   I   and  2.  then,  for  each
0,  e9:;   and  for  each   Oz e9t,  Ll. =0,.H+02   also  satisfies  these  rules,   it  is  easy  to

prove that, for any real constant,A 2 2:

ProDosi(ion  2

i p :  A i 9t  sa:isfying rules  1.  ant: 2

if and only if
a H : A i [0,+co[  and six renl numbers  s„s± ,Jj ,S4 ,S and J6

sa(isf)/ing (he  following conditions

Condition  1:  f,  = 0

Condition 2:  VA. € {2,3,4,5.6}:  5t  2 f„ +A

Condition  3:  V4-€ {1,2,3,4,5,6}  and V(a,b) € Ct  :  H(4) -H(b) 2 Jt +1

Condition 4:  Vt-€ {1.2.3,4,5} and V(a,b) e Ct  :  H(a) -H(b) S Jt., -I

Condition  5:  V(ci,b) a  P:  H(a) S H(b)

if and only if
the optiiml solution  C"  of Lpl  is equal to  0.

From proposition 2  and  theorem 2,  it  follows  that  [C„  >  0]  implies  that  there  exists

(at  least)  one  genemlised  cycloi`e  fi.om  P =(P,.f'±,P.,P.,P,,P6)   which   is  balanced.

(Note  that  Lpl  is  always  feasible.)

1[  is  interesting  to  observe  il"i  such  u  c}.i`lolre  can  b=  f;und  from  tl`e  optimal  solu-

tion     of    the     following     linear     progrmi     (LP2),     the     variables     of    which    are

Lt(a)  (4€  A),  I,.J2,Jj,J..S,J6.   a(a,b)   and   6(a,b)   [(a,b)€C.,UC:U...UC.6],   P(a,b)

and T(a,b)  [(a.b) € C, uC2 U...U C5]:

ENE/UFSC
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s.I.         each variable 2 0

5L=O

VA € {2,3,4,5,6}:  5t 2 f„ + A

Vk € {1,2,3,4,5,6}  and v(cl,a) € Ct  :  H(a) -H(a) 2 St + 1-Cmu.

Vk € {1,2.3,4,5} and v(a,a) € Ct  :  H(a) -LL(a) S st+I -I+€m..

V(a,b) a  P  :  LL(ci)  S H(b)

Vk € {1,2.3,4,5,6} and v(a,b) € Ct  :  H(a) -Ll(b) = st + I -a(a,b) +6(a,b)

VA. € {1,2.3, 4,5} and v(a,a) € Ct  :  H(al) -H(b) = st+, -1+ a(a.a) -y(a,a) .

Let  us  point  out  that,  when  a(a,b)  (or  P(a,b))  is  liot  equal  to  zero  in  the  optimal

solu[ion of LP2,  it  indicates  that  this  problem did  not  succeed  in  trying to  satisfy the

condition 3  or 4 corresponding to  (a,b)  in proposition 2,  that is:

st+1Su(a)-u(b)SJ*+, -1  when  (a.b)ect     (A.=l,2,3,4,5)

or S6 + I S H(a) -H(a)  When  (a.b) € C6

(s`:e  f;gure  1).

EEEE                            EEEEI

st     ft+1                                       Jt.I-1   J`.,
Ct

Fig`ire  I:  Variables  cL(cl.A)  and  P(c/,A)  for A.  <  6

ExaiTiple:  Let  us  consider  tlie  following  matrix  of jiidgements

a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a, a, al

C'8 0 4 5 5 5 6 6 6

a7 0 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

C'6 0 0 0 2 2 4 4 5

„{ 0 0 0 0 ? 2 4 4

„J 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4

aj 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

a. 0 0 0
`o

0 0 0 i

I", 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ENE/UFSC 7
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In terms of the variables  a(a.b)  and P(a,b).  the

a 4, a4 a5 a6

a' I

a6 I

a7 I

a8 I

optinal solution of LP2

P a, a2 a4 a6

az I

a5 1

a6 I

a7 I

a, 1

As  shown  by  figure  2,  these  values  auow  to  determine  both  the  fouowing  cycles
fromp=(p,,p2,p.,p..p3.p6):

(a8,a6)  (a6,aj)  (a5,cz4)  (a4,a8)

and

(a„a,)  (a,.a2)  (a2,a6)  (a6,a7)

the union of which is a b=\ar..:ed  cyclonl..

I-------------------I'r-------------|1I  I                   ---I ----,---- + .-------------
I I I I

I a a a. a a
I I j 6

a`- -- + I-A
I

a6- -- I

_.X +
a7 X

rFTL___t -- - I.-I

a
Ia

a a a
I 3 6

a! I
a + I•6

a' I
al I

P a a a. a
I 2 6

a: I
a, I
a I I

6

a, X

a. I -- '-I

---+---1.--+I                 IIIL
P ql a. a` a.6

a.- I,-X ' I

4! I II

I
a6+-- i-` II

a, Ii-I---
aa X

Figure 2:  Determination  of balanced  cyclones  from  the  values  a(a,b)  and  D(a,b)

which are  not equal [o  zero  in the optinal solution of LP2

8 ENE/UFSC
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3.     Unicity ofthesolution

When there exists  a scale  u : A i 9t  satisfying the rules  1  and 2,  such a scale is  no

unique:  indeed,  these rules  are  satisfied  not only by H. = 0,.H+02  for each  a, ,02 € 9

with  0,  > 0,  but  '.`lso  by otliers  scales.

Example

Let us consider the following matrix of judgements

a5 a4 q q al

a, 0. 1 3 5 6

a4 0 0 2 4 5

a] 0 0 0 2 3

a2 0 0 0 0 I

a, 0 0 0 0 0

The  following  scales /i'  and #"  both  satisfy rules  I  and 2:  nevertheless  there  are  n(

0,  and  02  Such  that  LL''= Oi.Ll'+03.

„'(a,) = loo

H'(a.) = 15

„ '(a,) = 45

/,'(a2) =  I

„'(a,) = 0

"(a5) =  100

#"(a4) = 95

A"(43)  = 55
"(a2) = 20

#"(al) = 0

How to determine one scale  between all possible ones?

Taking  into  accoum  the  aim  of MACBETH,  we  propose  [o  de[errine  :  scale A  on

the basis of the fouowing general principle:

Let                      . a-be an element ofA  such that,  Va€A, not a-Pa

and                      .  a+  beanelementofA  suchthat,  Va€A,  notapo+

(these elelT`ents  necessarily exist  wl`en  rule  I  is  satisfied,  and they are different  when

P is  a non-empty relation.  which  win t)e assumed hereafter).

Among  all  the  possible  scales /I  with  H(a-) = 0  and  Li(a.) = 100,  our basic  idea is  to

favour a numerical represenla[ion  sui`h  that:

ENE/UFSC
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ivencss  correspon actions  assigne
the same category are as close as possible, and

2)      the  differences  of  attractiveness  corresponding  to  pairs  assigned  to  different

categories are as far as possible.

Technicauy,  our  fist  idea  to  meet  this  general  principle  was  to  nininise,  under

appropriate constraints. the sum of the distances between each [H(a) -H(a)]  and the
centre  (ft +s„,)/2  of the interval corresponding to  the  category  C*  (A = I,2,3.4,5)

to  which the pair  (a.b)  belongs  (see  [Bana e Costa and Vansnick,  1994]).

Another way to  make operational the  basic idea above  stated consists  in solving the

fouowing    linear    program    (LP3).    the    variables    of   which    are    u(a)  (aeA),

J| , S2 , S. , S4 , J5 , J6  and  C :

Max,
s.I.        each variable 20

Jl=O

H(a-) = 0

LL(a+) = loo

VA € {2,3,4,5, 6} : ft 2 s„ + 2. C

VIe{l,2.3,4.5,6}andv(a,b)€Ct:H(a)-H(b)2Jt+C

Vk e {l,2.3,4,5} and v(a.6) € C.t :  H(a) -H(O) S Jt+, -C

V(a.b)ep:H(a)<-U(b).

When applied to  the ma[rin of judgements of the example above,  LP3  gives, in terms

of#, the fouowing results:

/,("5)  =  100

/I(a4) = 83,333

„("3) = 50

/I(C/2)  =  16,667

"(al)  = 0.

With this  scale,  au the differences  of attractiveness conesponding  to  pairs  of actions

assigned  lo  the  same  category are  equal,  and  the  differences  of attractiveness  corre-

sponding   to   pairs   of  actions   assigned   to   different   categories   are   a[   least   16,667

away.  Let  us  point  out  that  there  are  other  scales  for  which  all  the  differences  of

attractiveness  corresponding  lo  pairs  of  actions  assigned  to  the  same  category  are

equal.   but   in   these   other   scales   the   minimal   "distance"   between   differences   of

'0 ENE/UFSC
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attractiveness  corresponding  to  pairs

then less than  16,667.

of  actions  assigned  to  different  categories  is

Example: H'(a,) = 100

H' (a. ) = 85

H' (a,) = 50

LL'(a2)  =  15

L[.(a,,=0.

Bgm±malk

When P is a (non-empty) strict weak order. there exists ; scale satisf]ting rules  1  and

2 if and only if the optimal solution  /„ of LP3 is > 0. Consequently, LP3 could also

be used to test tlle existence of a solution for the problem we arc studying. when it is

known that P is a strict weak order.
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